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Racing Rules of Sailing 

The Call Book for Match Racing, Call UMP 2  

A submission from the Chairman of the Racing Rules Committee,  

Proposal 

Replace Q & A 2 of Call UMP 2 with: 
 

Question 2 

 

Does rule 21.3 apply if Yellow: 

  

 (a) begins moving astern by backing her sail? 

 (b) begins moving astern by backing her sail but then later releases her sail? 

 (c) begins moving astern without backing her sail, but then later backs her sail? 

 

Answer 2 

 

Yes. If during the time when a boat begins moving astern until she stops moving astern she backs 

her sail, rule 21.3 applies from the moment the sail is backed until the boat stops moving astern. 

Rule 21.3 applies no matter how brief the sail is backed or how little the backed sail contributes to 

the movement astern.  

 

Question 3 

 

Yellow is moving forward and backs her sail. She stops backing the sail before the boat begins to 

move astern. Thereafter, Yellow begins to move astern through the water without any further 

backing of her sails. Does rule 21.3 apply? 

 

Answer 3 

 

No. See answer 1.  

 

Question 4 

 

Yellow is moving astern and backs her jib to keep her bow head to wind. Does rule 21.3 apply? 

 

Answer 4 

The reason for backing a sail is irrelevant in determining if rule 21.3 applies. If, when backing the 

sail for any reason, Yellow is moving astern, or begins moving astern, rule 21.3 applies. 

 

Current Position 

The proposed wording is currently ISAF Rapid Response Match Racing Call 2009.001. 



The current  Question and Answer 2 of Call UMP 2 is as follows: 

Question 2 

Yellow is moving astern through the water as a result of backing a sail. She releases the sail but 

continues to move astern through the water. Does rule 21-3 apply? 

Answer 2 

Yes, because moving astern was a result of backing the sail. 

 

Reason 

There is a need for more detailed clarification about moving astern and the rapid response call 
provides this. Part of the call was already covered by Call UMP 2 Q&A 2 and the proposed new 
call should therefore simply replace this question. 


